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HIGHLIGHTING PROGRESS, CELEBRATING
CHANGE-MAKERS, AND IDENTIFYING OPPORTUNITIES
TO PROTECT HAWAI‘I’S ENVIRONMENT AND THE
S E L F- S U F F I C I E N C Y O F I T S P E O P L E .

COMPILED BY THE ENVIRONMENTAL FUNDERS GROUP

F O R H AWA I ‘ I ’ S E N V I RO N M E N T , I T H AS N E V E R
B E E N MO R E C L E A R T H AT
C H A N G E I S N O T O N LY
COM I N G , I T ’ S H E R E .
At the federal level, a transformation in the political climate
threatens local funding for agencies and departments responsible
for environmental stewardship, monitoring, and data gathering.
Unsettling signs of present-day climate change abound, from the
summer’s exceptional king tides, to fewer trade wind days and
record-breaking hurricane seasons.
Yet, positive developments are occurring, as well. This year, the
voyaging canoe Hōkūle‘a successfully completed her three-year
journey around the world, stitching together 85 ports and 26 nations
using only human ingenuity and vision, the power of the wind and
waves, and deep knowledge of the natural world. Not long ago, this
accomplishment would have been considered impossible.
The Hōkūle‘a’s journey serves as a powerful metaphor as we realize
that it is up to us, Hawai‘i’s stakeholders, to steer our own course.
Whether as individuals or as organizations, we can all play a vital role
in moving toward a positive future for Hawai‘i.
We can start by establishing a renewed emphasis at the local level
on self-reliance, resiliency, and responsibility. These values must be
grounded in strategic planning and resource investment, legislative
commitment, and productive partnerships that create bonds between
local government, nonprofit organizations, and citizenry. Businesses
are not exempt from this equation: In Hawai‘i, environmental and
economic security are inextricably linked.
The challenges before us are great. The demands of a growing
population and visitorship in an unknown climate—both politically
and environmentally—are made more complex because of our
geographic isolation.
But our remoteness in an opportunity for self-determination and
unity of purpose. We can find a way forward by looking to Hawai‘i’s
cultural heritage, with its strong sense of community and a culture of
resource sharing and stewardship; we can do a lot, with a little. With
these qualities, we can make the difficult choices and adaptations we
need to navigate the time to come.
We know that there is only one Hawai‘i. Many people are now
realizing that there is only one Earth. Hawai‘i has a chance to lead
the way, and to pass on what we have learned: that if we accept that
responsibility lies with us, pull together, and do not waver, the winds
of change can bring us home.
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“A S T H E W O R L D C H A N G E S , W E A R E FA C E D W I T H A C H O I C E E V E R Y D AY :
B E T W E E N T H E DA N G E R S O F V O YA G I N G , A N D T H E D A N G E R O F S TAY I N G T I E D T O T H E D O C K
B E C A U S E W E D O N ’ T B E L I E V E W E C A N G O . T H E F I R S T PAT H TA K E S U S T H R O U G H
T O W E R I N G S T O R M S A N D U N K N O W N WAT E R S — B U T T H E S E C O N D L E A D S T O M U C H W O R S E :
A PAT H Y, PA R A LY S I S , H E L P L E S S N E S S . A N D W H E N W E A S K T H E Q U E S T I O N —
“ W H A T I S M O R E DA N G E R O U S ? ” —W E D O N ’ T O N LY R A I S E I T T O O U R S E LV E S ; W E R A I S E I T
T O O U R C H I L D R E N . O U R R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y I S T O L E AV E T H E M A L E G A C Y O F C O U R A G E
AND PROGRESS, NOT A BURDEN OF HOPELESSNESS AND WORSENING PROBLEMS.
T H I S R E P O R T E X E M P L I F I E S T H E K I N D O F C O L L E C T I V E A C T I O N T H AT W I L L B E N E E D E D
T O R E A L I Z E O U R S T R O N G , S H A R E D V I S I O N O F A S U S TA I N A B L E H AWA I ‘ I .
W I T H C O U R A G E , C O L L A B O R AT I O N , A N D C A R E F O R E A C H O T H E R , W E C A N G E T T H E R E . ”

– Nainoa Thompson, President of the Polynesian Voyaging Society

~
In June 2017, the contemporary voyaging canoe Hōkūle‘a completed a three-year circumnavigation of the globe, visiting 85 ports to share aloha and a vision of a resilient future.
PHOTO COURTESY: ‘ŌIWI TV
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publishes
He Lono Moku, The State of the Environment report for Hawai‘i. This
report seeks to track the progress of topic areas critical to the protection of Hawai‘i’s environment and the self-sufficiency of its people; to
celebrate organizations, individuals, and creative approaches that are
making a difference; and to identify opportunities to make gamechanging impacts. Last year’s inaugural report looked at freshwater
security, renewable energy, and community-based marine management.
The State of the Environment: Hawai‘i for 2017 focuses on:

E A C H Y E A R , T H E E N V I R O N M E N TA L F U N D E R S G R O U P ( E F G )

TA B L E
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CO N T E N T S
} P.5 LOCAL FOOD
} P.9 INVASIVE SPECIES
} P.12 GREEN BUSINESS &
GREEN WORKFORCE
} P.15 STEWARDS
} P.18 CRESTS & TROUGHS
} P.21 THE WAY FORWARD

LOCAL FOOD
For any island economy,
local food production
is a cornerstone of
self-sufficiency. Foodproducing agriculture and
mariculture, especially
when rooted in traditional
values, contributes to
the sense of place that
is important for both
community and visitors.

INVASIVE
SPECIES
The gift of Hawai‘i’s
breathtaking native
biodiversity has also
meant, in an age of
globalization, that our
islands are considered the
endangered species capital
of the world. Preventing
invasive species from
arriving, and combating
their populations if they
do make landfall, requires
planning, resources, and
strong partnerships.

GREEN
BUSINESS
& GREEN
WORKFORCE
Nowhere is it clearer than
in Hawai‘i that a healthy
natural environment and
a healthy economy go
hand-in-hand. Green policies can be adopted, and
green-collar employment
can occur, in businesses of
any size and in any sector.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL
FUNDERS GROUP is a

network of philanthropic
individuals and institutions
engaged in active, substantial grantmaking to promote environmental and
community sustainability
in the Hawaiian Islands.
Organized by the Hawai‘i
Community Foundation,
the EFG’s purpose is to
foster collaboration among
its members and to steadily
increase philanthropic
support from both inside
and outside of the state for
environmental and sustainability efforts in Hawai‘i.
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ALOHA+ CHALLENGE:
dashboard.hawaii.gov/aloha-challenge

Here’s an example of the power of small: Hawai‘i is the only state in
the nation with ambitious sustainability goals backed by the leadership
of all of its counties, the state legislature and executive branch, private
sector, and civil society partners.
Facilitated and convened by Hawai‘i Green Growth, the Aloha+
Challenge sets six statewide sustainability goals by 2030 in Clean Energy,
Local Food Production, Natural Resource Management, Solid Waste
Reduction, Smart Sustainable Communities, and Green Workforce
and Education. For each of these areas, an online dashboard has been
developed for transparency and accountability.
HE LONO MOKU

LOCAL FOOD

T
PHOTO: AARON K. YOSHINO

oday, about 85 percent of
the food we consume in
Hawai‘i travels at least 2,500
miles—and often much
more—to reach our tables.
For reasons as simple as
freshness and nutrition
and as abstract as food security, resilience,
reduced carbon footprint, and the pleasure
of open green space, it’s common sense that
Hawai‘i should have the ability to produce
more of the food we eat.
The state’s Aloha+ Challenge mandates
that by 2030, the percentage of locally grown
food consumed in Hawai‘i should double,
to 20 – 30 percent. If the goal is straightforward, the path to it is not. The production
of more local food intersects with a myriad

hawaii-environment.com

‘ULU
ROOTS
SMART YIELDS

of challenges such as sky-high land values,
lack of funding for existing infrastructure
and farm product tracking, a shortage of
affordable labor, and a growing population
increasingly distant from agriculture and
reluctant to live next to it.
It’s a tough problem, but those at work
on the solutions are equally persistent, and
their approaches are as multifaceted as the
issue of local food. Some employ a historical perspective, reaching out to rebuild the
traditionally strong bonds between land,
food, culture, and community. Others use
state-of-the-art technology to create possibilities where there were none before. With the
tools of the future and the values of the past,
seeing opportunity in change, we can move
forward into a food-secure future.
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‘ U L U : T R E E O F A B U N DA N C E
could have been propagated in that time, nearly all
place in many Polynesian cultures, and there’s
of which would have had to stay in Hawai‘i due to
a reason: the fast-growing tree, called ‘ulu in
international quarantine regulations forbidding the
Hawaiian, is one of the lowest-maintenance,
shipment of roots.
highest- and longest-yielding crops in the world,
But an ingredient is only useful when people
producing about 50 percent more food per acre
know they want to eat it. John Cadman, founder
than rice, wheat, or corn.
of the Maui Breadfruit Company and Pono Pies, is
The starchy fruit is not only a super crop, it’s a
pursuing his quest to re-establish food security in
superfood, packed with protein, fiber, potassium,
Hawai‘i by showing how delicious breadfruit can
calcium, iron, and in some varieties, vitamin
be, one pie at a time. Cadman
A. These qualities make
says breadfruit-based Pono Pies
breadfruit a weapon in the
are in high demand at Whole
battle for global and local
“OUR MISSION IS TO SEE
Foods Kahala and Down to Earth
food security and resilience,
stores. “They’re gluten free,
BREADFRUIT IN EVERY
says Diane Ragone, Director
dairy free, processed-sugar free,
of the National Tropical
and they’re super good,” says
RESTAURANT AND ON
Botanical Garden’s (NTBG)
Cadman. “I can’t make ‘em fast
Breadfruit Institute.
EVERY TABLE [IN HAWAI‘I] enough.”
Faced with breadfruit’s
Another ‘ulu catalyzer in
A COUPLE OF TIMES A
slow traditional propagation
the Islands is The Hawai‘i
time, NTBG partnered with
‘Ulu Producers’ Cooperative,
WEEK , ON A PAR WITH
the private horticultural firm
made up of more than a dozen
Global Breadfruit to develop
Hawai‘i farmers who are banding
OTHER STAPLES LIKE RICE
a quick, scalable method of
together to ensure that they can
in-vitro micropropagation
produce a steady and reliable
AND WHEAT.”
from axillary shoot buds that
commercial volume of ‘ulu yearRagone says, “has allowed us
round. “Our mission is to see
to change the entire platform
breadfruit in every restaurant
for the potential of breadfruit as a crop.” Globally,
and on every table [in Hawai‘i] a couple of times
the Breadfruit Institute has distributed 100,000
a week, on a par with other staples like rice and
trees since 2009. Of those, 10,000 were planted
wheat,” says manager Dana Shapiro. And we enviin Hawai‘i. If traditional rootstock methods were
sion a lot of additional benefits: a healthier environused, Ragone says that only a few hundred trees
ment and a healthier population.”
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PHOTO COURTESY: HAWAI‘I ‘ULU PRODUCERS’ COOPERATIVE

BREADFRUIT (ARTOCARPUS ARTILIS) HAS A CENTRAL

y LOCAL FOOD

MOV I N G
THE
NEEDLE

Connecting people to land and food; providing education in agriculture;
utilizing new opportunities for growing food off the coast; using technology
to make small farming more economically sustainable, these folks are
solving some of the challenges of local food in Hawai‘i.

Smart Yields, O‘ahu

PHOTOS COURTESY: CLOCKWISE- KA’OHUA LUCAS; SMART YIELDS; BLUE OCEAN MARICULTURE

Roots Program, Kalihi
Grow, prepare, share, these three touch points are how the Roots
Program strives to improve the social, physical, and mental health of
the people of Kalihi Valley, and that of its visitors. A project of Kōkua
Kalihi Valley health clinic, the Roots program “starts” at Ho‘oulu
‘Āina Nature Preserve, in the back of Kalihi Valley, where community
members can connect with the land and their food by nurturing a
community garden. At the health clinic, the program runs the Roots
Café & Cultural Food Hub, a community kitchen that offers dishes
under $8 made with mostly local and organic ingredients —kalo
burgers, mango chutney, kabocha coconut soup. Roots also hosts a
farmers’ market nearby at the Towers at Kūhiō Park, a public housing
project most know as KPT. Market shoppers have the ability to double
their SNAP benefits (a federally-funded program that provides crucial
food and nutritional support to qualifying households) by purchasing
$40 in fruits, vegetables, or other eligible products such as fish or poi,
for $20.
“The healing that goes on when you bring people together to grow
food and eat is just as important as the healing that happens when
you see a doctor,” says Roots program director Ka‘iulani Odom.

“Technnology and innovation are transforming
large-scale, industrial farming operations around the
world but small- to medium-sized farms often lack
the resources to take advantage of these advances,”
says Vincent Kimura, CEO of Hawai‘i-based agricultural tech company Smart Yields. In July of this year
Smart Yields released a mobile app system geared
for the smaller operations that Kimura points out
“often play critical roles in their local communities.”
Using sensors and weather stations priced for small
businesses, together with the company’s $4.99 app,
farmers can monitor subtle variations in environmental conditions and respond in real-time, identifying
trends, increasing food yields per acre, and minimizing expensive farm inputs. Smart Yields is on track to
receive $1.7 million in seed funding, and was selected
by Laudato Si’, a global accelerator blessed by the
Vatican and founded to solve the problems of climate
change, for their July 2017 cohort.

Blue Ocean Mariculture, Kona Coast
500,000: that’s roughly the number of harvest-sized kanpachi (yellowtail) Blue Ocean Mariculture raised in 2016 from 15 wild-caught fish provided
by local fishermen. In the wild, that many fish might have yielded only
25 mature offspring. Raising the fish in a sustainable, clean, open-ocean
environment, filled with high-quality food and free from predators, provides
them with the ideal conditions they need to spawn and grow, says company spokesperson Jaclyn Garthwaite. The company was founded to reduce
pressure on wild fisheries and is the only open-ocean fish farming operation
in the United States. Of 2016’s harvest, Garthwaite says, “We think of it as
500,000 wild fish saved.”
hawaii-environment.com
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DID YOU
KNOW?

MAKING ENDS MEET

Out of the state’s 7,000 registered commercial farms in 2012,
4,090 (58 percent) reported less than $10,000 in sales.
(Source: Hawai‘i State Data Book Table 19.01 2015)

MOUTHS
TO FEED

Hawai‘i’s food
supply must
support residents
and visitors alike.

THERE’S ONE SECTOR OF
AGRICULTURE THAT’S GROWING,

1,431,603

AND IT’S ALL UNDER WATER.
Between 2010 and 2015, Hawai‘i’s aquaculture industry
increased by 261%. A sample of Hawai‘i’s aquaculture
products: abalone, catfish, shrimp, tilapia, Hawaiian
kanpachi, algae, and seaweed.

TOTAL
STATE RESIDENT
POPULATION

(Source: State of Hawai‘i
Data Book 2016)

$29,970,000

2012: 1,392,641

2012: 1.1 million
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In a span of 54 years, less than half of Hawai‘i’s
agricultural land remains. At the same time, our
state’s population has more than doubled.

(Source: UHERO)

$78,241,000

(Source: Hawai‘i State Data Book Table 19.20 2015 and Hawai‘i Department of Agriculture Animal Industry Division)

AGRICULTURAL LAND IN HAWAI‘I

1958: 605,400

2015

(Source:Hawai‘i State Data Book 2015)
HE LONO MOKU
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AVERAGE
DAILY NUMBER
OF VISITORS
STATEWIDE

2010

.
30

213,934

VALUE OF HAWAI‘I
AQUACULTURE
PRODUCTS

INVASIVE
SPECIES
ANTS
BIOSECURITY
HITCHHIKERS

H
PHOTO COURTESY: CGAPS

awai‘i is home to more than 18,000
native species, half of which are
found nowhere else on Earth. Plants
and animals arrived millennia ago,
riding ocean currents, the jet stream,
and birds to colonize reefs, isolated
atolls, valleys, and peaks. These colonists spread,
adapted to island life and flourished so that when
the first Polynesians arrived, they found an ‘āina
momona, islands that were rich with life with the
ability to sustain them.
Today, these species and ecosystems not only sustain us, they define us. Our quality of life depends on
the pivotal role that biodiversity has in ecosystem
health—from clean water to the food we eat, our
health, our economy, and also the cultural connection of place by Native Hawaiians.
Invasive species are a threat to this quality of life.
Before globalization, a new plant or animal arrived
in Hawai‘i (by wind, wings, or water) once every
25,000 to 100,000 years. Today, the numbers are

startling: a 2001 risk assessment at Maui’s Kahului
Airport—which receives roughly less than 2 percent
of the state’s imported cargo—found that an average
of one new pest insect or plant disease not known in
Hawai‘i arrives to Kahului each day.
Despite our awareness of this silent invasion,
Hawai‘i hasn’t prioritized the funding necessary
to meet the challenge. For example, Hawai‘i’s
Department of Agriculture and Department of
Land and Natural Resources, the two primary state
agencies responsible to prevent and control invasive
species received less than 0.4 percent and 1 percent
respectively of the $13.7 billion state operating
budget in fiscal year 2016 - 2017, according to the
Hawai‘i Interagency Biosecurity Plan.
Our timeline of invasive species arriving in
Hawai‘i is not promising, but we do not have to
continue down this path. Greater investment in
prevention and response can give Hawai‘i the tools
it needs to combat the invasion and protect us all,
plants, animals, and people alike.

DEFINITION

Invasive Species: An alien species whose introduction does or is likely to cause economic or environmental
harm, or harm to human health. (Source: Hawai‘i Interagency Biosecurity Plan, 2017 – 2027)

hawaii-environment.com
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BRIGHT
SPOT

STO P P I N G
T H E I N VA S I O N
HEMIPTERA ARE A GROUP OF FLYING INSECTS WITH PIERCING

mouthparts that suck plant sap. The plant vampires can
spread plant diseases and devastate agricultural crops.
These are just one of the many types of pests intercepted
in incoming air cargo at the Alien Species Action Plan
(ASAP) facility at Maui’s Kahului Airport. The building
opened in 2008 at the end of the Kahului runway and is
the only facility of its kind in the state.
Each day, half a dozen inspectors from the Hawai‘i
Department of Agriculture (HDOA) Plant Quarantine
Branch (PQB) search for unwanted pests in imported
goods shipped via express or priority mail carriers, as
well as containers of fresh produce, live plants and
seafood, and cut flowers and foliage. Carry on bags,
checked bags, declared items on agricultural forms, and
passengers are also monitored. “On average, inspectors
go through 200 to 300 boxes of flowers and plants per
day and 13 air containers of produce the size of a U-Haul
truck,” says Marshall Loope, who spent 12 years as PQB
inspector and now oversees the maritime section for the
HDOA PQB on Maui.

Most invasive species arrive in Hawai‘i carried by
planes and ships
BY

A
I
R
BY

S
E
A
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HITCHHIKERS:
Mosquitoes in airplane
cabin, snakes hiding in
airplane cargo, bugs in
imported lettuce.

INTENTIONAL
SMUGGLING:
Snakes packed in FedEx
boxes, seeds and plants
packed into luggage

LAWFUL , UNWIT TING
INTRODUCTIONS:
A pallet of plants arriving
(we don’t always know
if a species will become
invasive)

Creatures in ballast
water (water carried
in ships’ ballast tanks
to improve stability,
balance and trim), hull
fouling species, and
beetles in cargo packing
wood.

Radishes, turnips, or rutabagas. (Produce that
must be subjected to
an approved treatment
prior to entry into the
state, but some companies try to avoid it.)

Biofouling, which is
the accumulation of
microorganisms, plants,
algae, or animals on wet
surfaces.

HE LONO MOKU
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MAIN PLAYERS

What are they finding? “Mostly insects, like ants and aphids,
since plants and produce are harvested from the fields and
rushed on a plane,” says Loope. “It’s important work, since we
don’t know how they’re going to affect our environment and
agriculture once they get here.” Snails, slugs, and plant diseases
are also discovered. PQB inspectors issue at least 50 rejection
notices per month.
Rejected commodities are dealt with at the facility in two
ways, depending on the pest: cold treatment for up to 22 days in
a walk-in freezer or cooked under high pressure in a giant oven
called an autoclave.
Before the ASAP facility, Loope says they were doing inspections in the open air, on the tarmac. “You can imagine the winds
blowing stuff away,” he says. “Now, all cargo comes to us, in a
space with climate controlled rooms, and the ability to lock down
areas. It’s a complete 180.”

y INVASIVE SPECIES

MOV I N G
THE
NEEDLE

From prevention to inspection and control, here are
three ways in which progress is being made to combat
invasive species.

Little Fire Ant
The discovery of the little fire ant (LFA) on Hawai‘i Island in 1999 and
the lack of control methods for these tree-dwelling pests underscored
the need for expert help. In response, the Hawai‘i Ant Lab was formed
and has since developed techniques that can successfully eradicate
new infestations of these harmful ants if they are caught early enough.
Most recently, in a partnership with the Hawai‘i Department of Agriculture and O‘ahu Invasive Species Committee, the LFA was wiped out in
O‘ahu’s Mililani Mauka area.

Hawai‘i Interagency Biosecurity Plan

The state has debuted its first interagency and comprehensive biosecurity plan to protect Hawai‘i’s agriculture, environment, economy,
and public health. This plan provides a 10-year framework to prevent

invasive species from entering
Hawai‘i’s borders; detect them
once they’re here; and better
manage the impacts of established invasive species already
within the state. The plan includes
roughly 150 action items assigned
to various agencies and stakeholders, with specific details on
how and when to best implement
each action.
Capitol Matters
House Bill 100 passed in the
2017 legislative session, which for
the first time allocates funding
in the base budget for the interagency grants program for the
Hawai‘i Invasive Species Council
(HISC). Though only $4.75 million
out of the assessed need of $12
million for HISC was given, the
funds will recur automatically in
each year of the biennium. The
dollars support new research
on invasive species, as well as
programs such as the Hawai‘i Ant
Lab, the Invasive Species Committees, and other collaborative,
multi-partner efforts.

How Invasive
Species Threaten
Our Way of Life—
From Local Food to
Economy


HAWAI‘I’S ANNUAL
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
VALUE

$680 million
RISK

The alien fruit fly costs
Hawai‘i $300 million each
year in revenue; another
pest could do the same.



KO‘OLAU MOUNTAIN FOREST
WATERSHED’S ECONOMIC AND
ECOSYSTEM SERVICES
VALUE

$14 billion
RISK

A disease like Rapid ‘Ōhi‘a
Death could wipe out dominant trees in our native
forests, and affect their
capacity to recharge water.



HAWAI‘I’S ANNUAL
HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTION
VALUE

$69 million
RISK

A pest like Little Fire Ants
could halt exports of produce, flowers, and foliage.

PHOTOS: ELI SARNAT; DAR

MORE THAN 400
NON-NATIVE SPECIES
HAVE BECOME
ESTABLISHED IN
HAWAIIAN WATERS.
Most of these species were accidentally
introduced via ships, due to biofouling,
making this the single most important
pathway for introduced marine species
both historically and currently.
(Smithsonian Environmental
Research Center, 2016)

hawaii-environment.com



VISITORS SPENDING
PER YEAR IN HAWAI‘I
VALUE

$14.9 billion
RISK

~
Submerged surfaces invite marine
hitchhikers; ships transport unwanted
organisms on their hulls

An outbreak of mosquito-borne diseases such
as Zika virus, or pests
like biting sandflies could
devastate Hawai‘i’s tourism
industry.
(Source: Hawai‘i Interagency
Biosecurity Plan, 2017 - 2027)
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ARCHITECTURE
RENEWABLE ENERGY
SUSTAINABLE THREADS

GREEN
BUSINESS &
GREEN
WORKFORCE
~
The garment industry
is one of the world’s
major polluters, but
Kealopiko runs on
a green, no-waste
model. Kealopiko’s
Moloka‘i headquarters
features a repurposed
gymnasium floor and
abundant natural
lighting.

PHOTO COURTESY: KEALOPIKO

I

n recent years, “green business”—with sectors like renewable energy,
sustainable waste management, and natural resource management at its
core—has received a lot of well-deserved attention. Corporations, small
businesses and other entities are proving that sustainable choices and profit
can go hand in hand. What is sometimes forgotten, though, is that industries
not historically associated with sustainable practices also offer immense
scope for positive change.
One of the goals of the Aloha+ Challenge is to increase green-collar jobs (and
education pathways), which are a growing part of the state’s job pool. In 2011, the
most recent data available, the US Bureau of Labor and Statistics estimated that
there were 17,596 green jobs in Hawai‘i, making up 3 percent of employment. A
2010 report by the state Department of Labor and Industrial Relations forecast
green jobs to grow sharply, by 26 percent, between 2010 and 2012.
Green is not a state of being, but a continuous process. This section features some
Hawai‘i companies—big and small, green from the ground up or getting greener—
who are moving Hawai‘i’s economy and workforce in a sustainable direction.

DEFINITION

Green Job: Many jobs today at traditional companies incorporate green work. The US Bureau of Labor and Statistics defines two types
of green job. ( 1 ) “Jobs in businesses that produce goods or provide services that benefit the environment or conserve natural resources.” ( 2 ) “Jobs in which workers’ duties involve making their establishment’s production processes more environmentally friendly or
use fewer natural resources.”
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SPOT

BUILDING
GREEN

PHOTOS COURTESY: FERRARO CHOI/ ALAN KARCHMER; KFG PROPERTIES, INC.

ONE IMPORTANT BUT OFTEN OVERLOOKED

sector of Hawai‘i’s green economy is green
architecture and construction. From civic
buildings designed with sustainability in
mind to environmentally conscious housing,
our built environment can be a daily inspiration to follow suit.
In 2017, the Daniel K. Inouye NOAA Regional Center, designed by Hawai‘i architecture firm Ferraro Choi, was named among
the American Institute of Architects’ COTE
(Committee on the Environment) Top Ten, the
industry’s most prominent award celebrating
excellence in sustainable design. To create an
800-employee campus on O‘ahu’s Ford Island, Ferraro Choi adapted two WWII-era airplane hangars into a modern complex whose
efficient design integrates airflow, lighting and
water distribution systems inspired by natural
biomechanics. Principal and founder Joe
Ferraro says building green is Ferraro Choi’s
foundational principal: “When we started our
firm, we were committed. We said everything
we do is going to have that focus.”
Green building also happens at a small
scale. The nine units of Hau‘oli Lofts in Honolulu’s McCully neighborhood were conceived
by Wei Fang and Christian O’Connor of Centre City Development and created by local
designers and craftspeople to be walkable,

bikeable, and energy efficient. Photovoltaic panels
on the roof are sub-metered to each unit, and every
resident has the option to install a unit-specific EV car
charger without taking on costly additional electrical
work. Louvered windows situated for the breeze, tall
ceiling heights and big windows take advantage of
natural light and air circulation. Designing this way
makes sense for the environment and for business,
says Shannon Ball, the Lofts’ realtor: “There’s a strong
market for units smartly and sensibly done with sustainability in mind.”

~
Clockwise from top. Ferraro Choi: The award-winning NOAA Daniel K. Inouye
Regional Center re-envisions historic hanger facilities to bring together scattered laboratories and offices under one energy-efficient roof. Interior gathering places make use of natural light. Hau‘oli Lofts: The nine three-bedroom
units at Hau‘oli Lofts in urban Honolulu brings green design to individuals
and families.

hawaii-environment.com
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MOVING
THE
NEEDLE

Change can be made at any size.
Here are four for-profit organizations—small, medium, and
large—each making a difference
in their own way.
Kealopiko

Kaua‘i Island Utility Cooperative
(KIUC)
KIUC, a nationally recognized leader
in renewable energy, can fulfill 96
percent of its daytime demand through
solar, biomass, and hydroelectric power
on sunny days. The utility’s latest

~
challenge was to supply renewable energy into
Pono Pacific field crew
the hours when demand goes up and the sun
technicians install a fence
goes down. Enter Tesla, which built a massive
to keep hoofed animals out
of native forest areas in the
solar farm that’s connected to battery packs, the
Wai‘anae Mountain range
largest plant of its kind in the world. The project,
which went online in March of this year and is
located north of Līhu‘e, generates and stores
enough power to service 4,500 homes during peak night demand.
KIUC buys the electricity from Tesla, and in turn, reduces Kaua‘i’s
consumption of fossil fuel by 1.6 million gallons per year.

Pono Pacific Land Management, LLC
Pono Pacific is the largest natural resource management business
in Hawai‘i. They care for 25,000+ acres with 45 employees, who
build fences, hunt hoofed animals, remove mangrove swamps, and
more, to conserve and manage projects across the state. President
and COO Luke Estes is proudest of their broadening geographic
reach: “When I started eight years ago, we were on two islands. But
we’ve been able to stretch our impact across five islands.” Soon,
they hope to add a sixth, Lāna‘i.

Hawaiian Airlines

KIUC buys energy from Tesla,
whose Powerpack 2 batteries
store excess energy generated
when demand is low.
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Air travel is not a green industry. One person’s business-class
round-trip flight from Honolulu to New York generates almost
20-percent of an average American’s annual carbon footprint. Yet,
as an island economy, we depend on flight. Over the past few years,
Hawaiian Airlines has focused on optimizing day-to-day operations,
such as single-engine taxiing, the use of gate-powered electricity
for parked aircraft, and the purchase of more fuel-efficient planes.
Their incoming Airbus fleet is projected to reduce fuel use and
emissions by about 15 percent, saving 5.8 million gallons of jet fuel a
year and keeping 55,200 metric tons of CO2 out of the atmosphere.
That’s the emissions equivalent of taking 11,600 cars off the road.

HE LONO MOKU

PHOTOS COURTESY: PONO PACIFIC LAND MANAGEMENT LLC; KIUC

Each year, Kealopiko designs chemical-dye-free prints inspired by native flora,
fauna, and cultural practices, and turns
them into sought-after clothes and accessories for Hawai‘i. Based on the Island of
Moloka‘i, Kealopiko operates with a zero
waste model that’s just like grandma’s:
make your own, and use it all up. “We
don’t throw away anything we create,” says
Kealopiko co-founder Ane Bakutis, who is
also a botanist and restoration ecologist. In
late 2016, Kealopiko, which gives a percentage of sales to environmental and cultural
organizations to spread the benefits of
success, opened its first brick-and-mortar
store in Ward Village.

PHOTO COURTESY: SUSTAINABLE COASTLINES HAWAI‘I; COUNTER CULTURE FOODS


Sustainable Coastlines Hawai‘i uses beach cleanups as opportunities to positively influence consumer behavior and inspire participants to care for
their coastlines and spread the word.

STEWARDS

In the movements to increase local food production, combat invasive species, and
grow our green workforce, there is a network of people and organizations that are
not only creating change, but also attacking the challenge of sustainability from all
angles. Here, a diverse sample of those who are releasing bottlenecks and devising
new opportunities for sustainability in the Islands.
Facing Future
“I just needed the opportunity,” says Rob Barreca,
owner of Counter Culture Foods. The ex-tech-industry worker and first-time farmer was trained
in agriculture through GoFarm Hawai‘i, where he
submitted a business plan and won a land lease from
Kamehameha Schools. He now has a 5-acre USDA
certified organic farm on O‘ahu’s North Shore. Here, he grows diversified
vegetables, raises chickens for eggs, and produces value-added products,
such as kimchi and cornmeal. Separately, Barreca developed a Farm Link
Hawai‘i website that allows grocers, restaurants, and caterers to purchase
produce from local farms, which are then harvested to order and delivered.
The need for innovative young farmers—and clearing roadblocks to success—is more important than ever, considering that the majority of Hawai‘i
farmers are nearing retirement, with an average age of 60.4 years, according
to the USDA’s 2012 Census of Agriculture.
LOCAL
FOOD

~
Corn is one of several crops grown or processed locally by Counter Culture Foods.

hawaii-environment.com
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Fish School

Food Sovereignty—2.0

The Food Hub by Sust‘āinable Moloka‘i features island grown and produced products—from
bananas and breadfruit to duck eggs, vanilla, and
filet mignon from grass-fed cattle—on their website at the start of every week. Consumers order
their picks, and grab their goods at one of two
drop-off spots. The program has no sign-up fee
and even takes EBT. It’s a virtual farmer’s market
that benefits consumers and producers alike.

I N VA S I V E
SPECIES

Native Roots
Fourteen miles: that’s the longest hike Ethan Romanchak and Jonathan Keyser had to trek to collect seeds
from a native plant. Last year, the Native Nursery,
located in Kula, Maui, grew more than 180,000 endemic
and indigenous native plants, such as koa, māmane and
‘a‘ali‘i, for restoration projects across the state—and
also for sale to the public through local vendors. Legal
issues and other challenges hinder efforts to keep the
sale of invasive plants out of the state—which provides
even more motive to ensure that consumers can easily
purchase native species.

Collective Impact

Christy Martin has been contending with invasive species in Hawai‘i—from coqui frogs to the
coconut rhinoceros beetle—for nearly two decades. As the program manager and public information officer for the Coordinating Group on Alien Pest Species, a partnership of agencies and
non-governmental organizations working to protect Hawai‘i from invasive species, she believes
working as a collective is the most effective approach in keeping pests away from our shores.
“Invasive species aren’t confined by property lines, jurisdictions, or agency mandates—only people
are,” she explains. “We have learned that it is far more effective to address issues collaboratively.”
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Lawai‘a ‘Ohana camps
seek to revitalize pono
fishing practices in
Hawai‘i for families.

Conservation International
Hawai‘i is on a quest to improve
the management of Hawai‘i’s
fisheries by embedding sustainability into the value chain.
But first, they need to answer
this question: How much of our
local demand for seafood comes
from Hawai‘i’s nearshore waters?
With the support of a grant from
NOAA, the nonprofit and University of Hawai‘i have done a deep
dive into the journey of our fish,
from hook to plate. The 3-year
analysis uncovered impressive
findings including: Hawai‘i’s reef
fisheries are worth $14 million per
year and provide seven million
meals annually, most of which
come from fishers who aren’t
selling their catch commercially.
“If we care about feeding our
families,” says senior director
Dr. Jack Kittinger, “we need to
support the health of our reefs.”

y STEWARDS

Cultural Connection

On Moloka‘i, Lori Buchanan approaches her work of tackling invasive species from a cultural perspective. “I believe that
everything has significance, even pōhaku (stone) and dirt,” she
says. “This also applies to invasive species; it’s still a living being.” As the project coordinator for the Moloka‘i Maui Invasive
Species Committee, also known as MoMISC, Buchanan often
consults with kūpuna (elders), to incorporate intangible and
spiritual elements into their projects, in addition to Western
science. “We consider the season, like if it’s makahiki, a time
of peace, when there should be no killing, or the current moon
phase,” she says. Within the last five years, MoMISC, with a
five person staff on Moloka‘i, has been able to eradicate albizia
and gorse (among others), which have had huge economic
impacts on neighbor islands.

PHOTOS COURTESY: LORI BUCHANAN; ELEMENTAL EXCELERATOR; SUSTAINABLE COASTLINES HAWAI‘I; THE KOHALA CENTER

GREEN BUSINESS & GREEN WORKFORCE

A Leg Up

Elemental Excelerator doesn’t just
hand over funds. The nonprofit business
incubator, based in Hawai‘i and expanding to California and beyond, gets in the
trenches. “We co-deploy projects with
our startups, empowering them with
policy support and cultural education, as
well as funding,” says CEO Dawn Lippert.
“We’re laser-focused on finding and
implementing innovation that can move
our community toward self-sufficiency
and 100 percent clean energy.” To date,
they’ve awarded $25 million to 53 portfolio companies who have gone on to raise
over $350 million in funding. This includes
28 projects deployed across Hawai‘i and
Asia Pacific.

hawaii-environment.com

Changing Tides
Most know Kahi Pacarro as director of
Sustainable Coastlines Hawai‘i, a small
nonprofit that organizes massive beach
cleanups—and makes the effort fun. But
Pacarro also consults for major brands
such as Adidas, Corona, and Method,
with lessons rooted in the mission that
the health of the ocean can be synonymous with a company’s success.
“Integrating sustainable strategies into a
business can actually improve revenue,”
he says. “Change the company culture.
Change the product.” With his efforts
and others, companies have made huge
strides, such as the world’s first shoes
made from ocean debris and a plastic
recycling program in the Maldives.

Tapping In
Hawai‘i has an entrepreneurial culture.
Case in point: A 2015 report by the
Kauffman Foundation ranked Hawai‘i
12th in the nation for start up growth, just
below New York. “We encounter so many
aspiring small business owners who want
to contribute positively to their communities and our natural environment,” says
Anna-Lisa Okoye, chief operating officer,
at The Kohala Center. “However, many
need assistance with business planning,
management, and access to capital
to launch, sustain, and grow successful enterprises.” The Kohala Center is
meeting the need by offering business
development services to agricultural and
cooperative businesses in Hawai‘i’s rural
communities, which includes training
farmers and providing microloans.
P.1 7

CRESTS & TROUGHS

YEAR-INREVIEW

A hula kahiko at the opening ceremony of the IUCN
World Conservation Congress 2016, held for the first
time in Honolulu. Convened every four years, the
congress, the world’s largest and most democratic conservation-focused event, brings together leaders from
politics, business, education, and conservation, and
other influencers from around the world.
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Now That’s Big

In the Global Spotlight

In his final months in office,
President Obama created the world’s
largest protected area by expanding
the Papahānaumokuākea Marine
National Monument to 583,000 square
miles, an area more than twice the
size of Texas. The effort, backed by
Governor Ige, Senator Schatz, Native
Hawaiians, scientists, environmentalists and others, further protected
some 7,000 marine species, a quarter
of which are found nowhere else.

By hosting the International Union
for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
World Conservation Congress
and the International Coral Reef
Symposium, which welcomed 192
countries and 97 countries respectively, Hawai‘i was able to showcase—
and nurture—its commitment and
collective action towards sustainability on the world stage.

PHOTO COURTESY: IISD/KIARA WORTH AND DIEGO NOGUERA
(ENB.IISD.ORG/IUCN/CONGRESS/2016/1SEP.HTML)

Each year, major
developments occur in
Hawai‘i’s environment
arena. Some actions hit
the mark, some don’t.
Here’s a glance at a
handful of this year’s
happenings.
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y CRESTS & TROUGHS

Steering the Course
The mission of Hōkūle‘a’s three-year voyage
has been to spread the message of Mālama
Honua (caring for Island Earth). The hope is
that this mindset—environmental consciousness, respect of native cultures, and fostering
learning environments—will only grow in
Hawai‘i thanks to this success.

Staying Above Water
Hawai‘i has forged ahead on its commitment
to combatting climate change:
} The Office of Climate Change, Sustainability,
and Resiliency, which was created after O‘ahu
voters approved a charter amendment in
November 2016, is now a reality.
} Bypassing President Trump’s withdrawal of
the Paris climate accord, Governor Ige signed
Senate Bill 559 into law, making Hawai‘i the
first state to enact legislation that implements

portions of the Paris act. The measure was
backed by all four county mayors, and senate
and house leadership.
} The City and County of Honolulu was
selected as one of Rockefeller Foundation’s
100 Resilient Cities—providing tools and
services valued at over $20 million.

MAKING
H E A D WAY
–
–
PHOTOS COURTESY: PAPAH ANAUMOKU AKEA MARINE NATIONAL MONUMENT;
EARTHJUSTICE

G E T T I N G C L O S E R TO G R E E N

~
Kaua‘i’s Waimea River, which springs from the high-altitude
Alaka‘i Swamp, is one of Hawai‘i’s longest natural waterways.

hawaii-environment.com

Let It Flow
The Waimea
Watershed Agreement
was a historic win that
called for the immediate
restoration of mauka to
makai water flows in the
Waimea River on Kaua‘i.
The settlement also
provides the opportunity
for a renewable energy
project on Department of
Hawaiian Home Lands,
a first since 1921. Hawai‘i
still has a way to go in
restoring stream flow
across the state—but this
feat, which was accomplished via arbitration
versus a lawsuit, should
be celebrated.

~
In 2010, the
Papahānaumokuākea
Marine National Monument
was inscribed as the first
mixed (natural and cultural) UNESCO World Heritage
Site in the United States.

Bye-Bye, Polystyrene—
On Maui and Hawai‘i
Island
Though a statewide
bill didn’t pass, Maui
County Council voted
unanimously to ban the
sale and use of polystyrene foam containers
throughout Maui County.
Mayor Arakawa signed
the bill, and the ban
is set to go into effect
on December 31, 2018.
At press time, Hawai‘i
County Council also
voted to ban foam food
containers, which would
go into effect in July 1,
2019. Mayor Harry Kim
has said that he’s ready
to sign the bill into law.
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Setting Goals

At the IUCN World Conservation
Congress, Governor Ige announced
the State’s Sustainable Hawai‘i
Initiative. It includes the
Governor’s commitment to protect
30 percent of Hawai‘i’s priority
watersheds and effectively manage
30 percent of our nearshore ocean
waters by 2030. Now, we must put
the plan into action.

End of an Era

Alexander and Baldwin shut
down operations of its 36,000-acre
Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Co.
plantation on Maui and will now
pursue diversified agriculture. The
move could be a big step for Maui’s
sustainability, with the potential to
include energy and food crops, significant acreage for local grass-fed
cattle, the development of an agriculture park, and the restoration of
water flow back to Maui streams.

S E T B AC K S
SLOWING OUR PROGRESS

}
Agrichemical operations closely
border the town of Waimea,
Kaua‘i, which is often referred
to as “GMO ground zero.”

Chemical Contentions
House Bill 790 called on large-scale agricultural operations across
the state to notify the public when and where they spray restricted use
pesticides and insecticides. This included areas in close proximity to
schools and hospitals. The bill passed three House committees and
received significant public support, but was killed on the House floor
after controversial amendments were made.
The Governor’s budget included increased funds for watershed
protection and increased Capital Improvement Project funding for
fence construction, which keeps hoofed animals, such as pigs and deer,
out of priority watershed forests. Notably, the Governor’s $15 million
request would have kept Hawai‘i on track to reach the goal of protecting 30 percent of our priority upper watershed forests by 2030 to
complement lower watershed efforts. Unfortunately, none of the funds
were approved.

Water Security

~
Tanks at the Red Hill Bulk Fuel Storage Facility were
built in the early 1940s and hold 125 million gallons
of fuel each. One gallon of leaked fuel can make up
to a million gallons of water unsafe to drink.
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For more than 70 years, the US Navy has housed 20 aging fuel tanks
at Red Hill—each larger than Aloha Tower. They sit just 100 feet above
O‘ahu’s primary aquifer, which supplies drinking water to more than
600,000 residents, from Moanalua to Hawai‘i Kai. In January 2014,
a 27,000-gallon fuel leak occurred, and other leaks have been documented in the past. A series of studies and upgrades are planned over
the next 20 years, but concerned citizens and nonprofits want the Navy
and environmental regulators to speed up their progress.

HE LONO MOKU
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Forest Funds

THE WAY
FORWARD

LOCAL FOOD
INVASIVE SPECIES
GREEN BUSINESS &
GREEN WORKFORCE

I
PHOTO: CAMERON BROOKS

f there’s one lesson that we’ve learned from the last 150 years in Hawai‘i,
it’s that change can happen quickly. Our ability to anticipate this change,
and also steer our own course, is critical to our self-determination and the
realization of our vision of who we are as an Island state. Here, as EFG,
we offer nine calls to action for this year’s three priority issues—local
food, invasive species, and green business & green workforce—which will
help ensure a sustainable future for our natural resources, our economy, and
our people.

~
Hawai‘i’s unique flora and fauna, irreplaceable ecosystems, majestic natural beauty and resurgent culture are
forever intertwined. Change is inevitable, but with wise, unified and decisive action, loss can be minimized.

hawaii-environment.com
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CALLS
TO ACTION
LOCAL FOOD

1 } Secure Food Data,
Secure Food Goals

Until the 2008 financial crisis’ budget cuts, the state Department of Agriculture
compiled a detailed report that tracked the amount of food
produced in Hawai‘i, as well as data on how much the state
is exporting and importing. Price points were also tracked so
that farmers could understand how much a commodity, for
example green beans, is selling for now and what it sold for in
the past. This allowed local farmers to compare prices with the
Mainland to see if they could be competitive, and grow food
locally. For this reason, and in order for Hawai‘i to track its
progress on doubling our local food production, this market
study needs to be re-initiated.

2 } Local First
Creating a demand for local food requires multi-tiered
action. The state needs an efficient marketing plan that labels
Hawai‘i-grown products. Price points also need to compete
with domestic and international imports. As the cost of doing
business goes up on the Mainland—think water shortages, fuel
increases—Hawai‘i products are becoming more competitive.
Now is a good time to start building the demand to buy local
food.

3 } Food Investments
Hawai‘i needs to continue to attract and incentivize investors—in state and out of state—to significantly move the
needle on local food production. Opportunities exist, such as
livestock, poultry, and dairy, on agricultural lands that were
once used for sugar and pineapple but now sit fallow. To
accomplish this, the Hawai‘i Department of Agriculture should
continue its partnership role of supporting investors in such
processes as state and county permitting; understanding the

THE FOOD SECURITY
EQUATION

marketplace in Hawai‘i including labor conditions and politics;
and essentially serving as a support mechanism so that investors feel secure in moving forward with investments.

4 } Shelled Potential
In 2014, the Mōli‘i Fishpond on O‘ahu’s windward side
became the first fishpond in 27 years to receive state and federal approval to market shellfish in Hawai‘i. About 4,000 oysters are sold each week, about 1 percent of the state’s demand.
This is no small feat, since shellfish farming is governed by
strict state and federal laws. The shellfish need to be raised in
waters that meet the Hawai‘i Department of Health clean water
guidelines and the food products are also quality tested in state
labs that must adhere to strict federal certifications that meet
the National Shellfish Sanitation Program (NSSP). In other
states, the process is more proactive: they test, classify, and
monitor shellfish growing areas based on the NSSP. In Hawai‘i,
the state requires potential producers to identify their own
potential growing areas and then be subjected to a long, rigorous environmental testing process. This process makes it very
costly for potential producers to enter the industry. Hawai‘i
should consider adopting the model utilized by other successful states and take the initiative to test, classify, and monitor
shellfish growing areas within state waters. Such activity would
likely receive funding from federal resources, as in other states,
and could catalyze a multi-million dollar oyster and clam
industry in the Islands.
I N VA S I V E S P E C I E S

5 } Investing in
Protection

The most important action that we can take to protect our quality of life is
to implement the Hawai‘i Interagency Biosecurity Plan. The
plan lays out the most important legislation, procedures, and
investments that are necessary to protect Hawai‘i’s economy,
environment, and public health from the impacts of invasive
species. It’s important to note that we can’t just focus on
prevention, which is only one facet of the invasive species
equation. Each piece: prevention, port-of entry inspection,
rapid-response, and control of widespread invasives or their
impacts prevents greater—perhaps irreversible—costs in the
future.

Achieving food security is a complex undertaking.
These seven items are key.
} Water: At low cost to farmers

} Data-Tracking: Measuring Hawai‘i’s

} Land: Access to long-term leases

} Skilled Labor:

} Infrastructure: Processing facilities,

} Pest Prevention: Dedicated funding

such as slaughterhouses for beef

production/export

Education for young
farmers, including advanced training
to programs

} Capital Investments: Agricultural

loans and private investments
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34,176,000
TONS
ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT:
34,176,000 tons of domestic cargo imported in Hawai‘i in
2015 / 2.5 % of cargo inspected (by PQB inspectors)

PLAYING DEFENSE:

Food, farm, and cargo imports continue to
rise, yet staffing at the Hawai‘i Department
of Agriculture’s (HDOA) Plant Quarantine
Program – which is the state’s “First Line of
Defense” in keeping pests out of the island
– has decreased since 2008. What’s more,
staffing has not recovered from a 2009
reduction that cut authorized positions,
with the biggest cuts to inspector positions.
Funding was restored in 2013, however the
pressure is on HDOA to fill a number of
vacant positions.

(Source: Audit of Hawai‘i Department of Agriculture’s Plant Quarantine Branch, July 2017)

6 } Finding Gaps
With 34 million tons of imported cargo each year and limited
inspection staff, Hawai‘i needs to work smarter to protect the
Islands from invasive species. Investing in regular, scientifically
-valid risk assessments can highlight which commodities from
which geographic areas are more likely to carry high-risk pests.
Second, instituting an electronic manifest program can allow
inspectors to know in advance when risky shipments will arrive.
If used in tandem, this information can focus and streamline
inspector effort, ultimately minimizing the number of pests that
may reach our shores.

7 } Workforce Training

Private businesses,
nonprofits, education
systems, and public
agencies must align
investments in workforce training to help achieve our state environmental goals. For example, paid internships in gap areas can
spark interest among a younger demographic and equip emerging
professionals with the skills they need. Access to higher education
is also key, since diversified agriculture sectors, such as aquaculture, can require individuals with advanced degrees. Farmers also
need programs in which they can learn business skills, such as at
burgeoning programs at the University of Hawai‘i West O‘ahu, to
ensure their long-term survival.
GREEN BUSINESS &
GREEN WORKFORCE

Product, since it tracks 26 indicators that fall under three
factors: social, economic, and environmental. Factors like
air pollution, income inequality, and crime are all taken into
consideration and ideally, regularly tracked to produce a
more complete story of overall trends for decision makers.
For more info, read The Council’s 2015-2016 annual report:
http://health.hawaii.gov/oeqc/environmental-council/

GENUINE PROGRESS
INDICATOR

8 } Encourage Going Green
Encourage the private sector to embrace sustainability through
opportunities such as taking advantage of federal and state tax
incentives, cost-savings through audits, and remaining competitive by meeting the market demand of green consumerism.

9 } More Sense Than Dollars
The state should continue its effort to develop the “Islandstyle Genuine Progress Indicator” (GPI). A project of The
Environmental Council of Hawai‘i, the GPI offers a more complete picture of progress within our society than Gross Domestic

hawaii-environment.com
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The name he lono moku, which
means “an island(s) update/report,”
was graciously recommended to
the Hawai‘i Environmental Funders
Group by Dr. Puakea Nogelmeier.
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